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Rising need for supply chain diversiﬁcation
to fuel demand for industrial space
GRAPH 1: Growth in Manufacturing Overall and Labour Costs in China, 2004 to 2020
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Note: Cost of Principal Business refers to the total cost occurred from the principal business of the enterprise.

GRAPH 2: Average Monthly Manufacturing Wages by Market, 2020
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GRAPH 3: Manufacturing Employment by Market, 2021 to 2035
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LOOKING FOR GREATER RESILIENCE
IN THE GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN
China has been the manufacturing epicentre
of the world over recent decades, playing
a vital role in the global supply chain. Its
manufacturing output reached US$3.8
trillion in 2020, equivalent to 29% of the
world’s total. This dominance is likely to
persist in the near term and beyond, as the
manufacturing value-add is still expected
to grow at a steady pace of 5% per year
until 2030. However, the risks associated
with this heavy reliance have become more
pronounced over the past two years. On top
of the lingering China-US trade tensions
and rising tariﬀs, the COVID-19 pandemic
has induced disruption on an unprecedented
scale, exposing vulnerabilities in the global
supply chain and many companies are now
considering more nearshoring or reshoring to
lower their concentration risk. Nonetheless,
the trend still has a long way to go, as China
still holds signiﬁcant competitive advantages
with its relatively mature infrastructure,
high-quality workforce, extensive supply
chains, and dense regional production
ecosystems. As such, corporates are now
more often looking to complement rather
than replace their existing production
through a ‘China plus one’ strategy.
This relocation is not a new phenomenon,
but an ongoing process driven by a number
of structural factors, particularly rising
production costs in an evolving Chinese
economy. The market has already seen some
labour-intensive industries moving into
other Asia Paciﬁc countries since the early
2000s. For example, while the majority
of H&M’s factories (about 31%) are still
located in mainland China, Bangladesh
comes second with 16% and India accounts
for 13%. Driving this has been average
manufacturing wage levels in China which
surged over six-fold from RMB1,056 per
month in 2003 to RMB6,899 in 2020
amid a shrinking workforce and rising
minimum wages imposed by various local
governments. Overall principal business
costs increased 7.6 times over the same
period.
The Chinese government is also actively
supporting industrial upgrading to move up
the value chain through investment in new
technologies and high-tech manufacturing,
one of the focuses outlined in its 14th Five
Year Plan. Many incentives have shifted to
support the growth of high-tech industries
rather than their low-tech counterparts
through initiatives such as ‘Made in China
2025’. At the same time, the growing
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importance of environmental policy is
changing priorities with the country’s pledge
to achieve carbon neutrality by 2060. All in
all, the changes in the business environment
have made China relatively less attractive
for margin sensitive manufacturers, while
the conﬂuence of the trade war, tariﬀ
ﬂuctuations and disruptions wrought by the
pandemic have provided further impetus.
Amid this global supply chain
restructuring, ASEAN countries, notably
Viet Nam, have stood to beneﬁt the most
within the Asia Paciﬁc region. According
to Oxford Economics, Viet Nam will
see the largest manufacturing job gains
between 2021 and 2035, with a hike of 4
million, followed closely by Indonesia and
India. Indian states such as West Bengal,
Maharashtra, and Uttar Pradesh are forecast

While China remains a key sourcing
destination, many companies are
looking at regional alternatives.
to employ more than a million additional
workers over the coming 15 years. Meanwhile,
the Indonesian island of Java continues to drive
the manufacturing momentum for the country.
As such, we can expect to see more investment in
industrial and logistics assets in these regions.

TABLE 1: Key Submarket Data, 1H/2021

MARKET

Northern Key Economic Zone

Southern Key Economic Zone

Ha Noi, and Bac Ninh, Hung
Yen, Vinh Phuc, Hai Duong,
Hai Phong, and Quang Ninh
provinces

Ho Chi Minh City, and Binh
Duong, Dong Nai, Long An, Ba
Ria – Vung Tau, Binh Phuoc, Tay
Ninh and Tien Giang provinces

20,567

47,057

VACANCY (%)

13%

13%

AVERAGE LAND LEASE
PRICES (US$ PER SQ M
PER TERM)

100

115

AVERAGE READY-BUILT
FACTORIES (RBF) RENTS
(US$ PER SQ M PER
MONTH)

4.6

4.7

LAND LEASE PRICES
GROWTH (YOY)

9.9%

10.6%

RBF RENT GROWTH
(YOY)

12.2%

6.8%

Electronics, computers and
optical products; Fabricated
metal products; Rubber and
plastics products; Wholesale
and retail trade (excluding
automotive); Food products;
Automotive and automotive
components; Electrical
equipment; Chemicals and
related products

Fabricated metal products;
Food and Beverage; Wholesale
and retail trade; textiles and
apparel; Rubber and plastics
products; Paper products;
Wood and wooden products;
Chemicals and chemical
products

LOCATION

TOTAL INDUSTRIAL
PARK STOCK (HA)

KEY MANUFACTURING
INDUSTRIES

Source Savills Research & Consultancy
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VIET NAM
Over the past 20 years, Viet Nam has grown
into a major manufacturing hub within
the Asia Paciﬁc region, thanks to a host of
factors including its relatively stable political
environment, an export-driven economy,
low operating costs, an increase in free
trade agreements, a youthful workforce,
investment incentives, and proximity to
China and other ASEAN countries. Amid
fraying US-China relations, Viet Nam may
emerge as the greatest beneﬁciary, with
companies relocating to avoid tariﬀs. Total
export turnover has surged on average by
13.9% per annum over the previous decade,
showing a strong growth momentum
despite the recent pandemic. Meanwhile,
the country has continued to receive more
foreign capital inﬂows. Newly registered
FDI rose to US$15.2 billion in 2021, up
4.1% over 2020. Most inﬂows were into the
manufacturing and processing sector which
accounted for US$7.3 billion, or 48% of the
total.
Location wise, the Northern Key
Economic Zone (NKEZ) and the Southern
Key Economic Zone (SKEZ) together have
attracted about 66% of newly registered
FDI and 78% of total FDI pledges. The
Northern Key Economic Zone (NKEZ)
has well-developed transport networks,
prime industrial land supported by new
infrastructure development, and a focus on
heavy industry, electronics and large-scale
projects. Its proximity to China plays in
favour of the NKEZ, allowing manufacturers
to source materials and move products faster
across the border, with China being Viet
Nam’s primary import market and secondlargest export destination. It also enables
better integration with the existing Chinese
supply chain for relocators. The Southern
Key Economic Zone (SKEZ) is the leading
economic zone within Viet Nam, extending
over Ho Chi Minh City (HCMC)and seven
provinces. SKEZ’s advantages include its
proximity to HCMC and Cat Lai Port (the
largest port in Viet Nam), a skilled labour
supply from good educational institutions,
and favourable investment conditions,
making it the traditional industrial hub with a
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GRAPH 4: Viet Nam Industrial Park Occupancy and Rents, 1H/2021
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diverse manufacturing base.
Viet Nam has a few competitive advantages
over other Asia-Paciﬁc countries, including
its proximity to China and liberalised trade.
Yet the country is not without its share of
challenges. Compared to China, it has a
signiﬁcantly smaller working population,
only 7% that of China, and even fewer skilled
workers. The country is also struggling to
build adequate infrastructure to keep up
with economic growth. Viet Nam’s 2030
master plan for transport infrastructure
aims to construct 5,000 km of expressways,
a deep-water port, high-speed rail routes,
and Long Thanh International Airport
near Ho Chi Minh City. This boost
in infrastructure should help to fuel
momentum in its industrial and logistics
markets in the longer term.

Source Savills Research & Consultancy

GRAPH 5: Viet Nam Ready-Built Factory and Warehouse Rents, 2021
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INDONESIA
Indonesia is another developing regional
hub. It oﬀers foreign investors tremendous
growth potential, which is backed by a large
pool of low-cost labour, a fast-growing
consumer market and abundant natural
resources. With its 272 million population,
Indonesia has a deep pool of labour and
the largest domestic market in the ASEAN
region, accounting for about 36% of the
ASEAN total. According to McKinsey, if
Indonesia can quickly return to its prepandemic growth rates, the country may
become the world’s seventh-largest economy
by 2030, making it an attractive outsourcing
destination and an important consumer
market.
The majority of manufacturing businesses
in Indonesia are located on Java Island,
which housed 56% of its population and
generated 47% of exports and 70% of total
manufacturing value-added in 2020. It is
also where the capital is situated, with about

TABLE 2: Key Data of Indonesia’s Industrial Market, 2021

TOTAL STOCK OF INDUSTRIAL LAND SUPPLY (HA)

104,186

TOTAL NUMBER OF INDUSTRIAL ESTATES

104

LAND PRICES GROWTH (YOY)

1.1%

KEY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES

Automotive, chemicals, electronics, food and beverages, textile and appeal

Source Bank Indonesia, Indonesian Industrial Estates Association, Savills Research & Consultancy
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GRAPH 6: Number of Industrial Estates by Province in Indonesia, 2021
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GRAPH 7: Growth of Industrial Estate Land Prices in Indonesia, 2016 to 2021
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GRAPH 8: Total Stock and Vacancy Rate of Grade A and B Warehouses in India,
2017 to 2023F
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US$14 billion of FDI, 45% of the total, ﬂowing
into the island last year. Java is well-equipped
for the manufacturing sector, with better
infrastructure and most of the country’s
industrial estates (60 out of a total of 104).
As a result, there are a number of industrial
clusters on the island, spanning key sectors
such as automotive, chemicals, electronics,
food and beverages, textiles and apparel.
Nonetheless, the shortcomings are also
obvious in the world’s largest archipelagic
country, as its unique geography poses
challenges for connectivity and logistical
eﬃciency. In 2018, the World Bank ranked
Indonesia’s logistics performance 46th
globally, and it remains below many regional
peers, especially in terms of infrastructure
quality and the eﬃciency of customs.
As a result, many national and regional
initiatives are already underway, with
the government planning to invest over
US$430 billion on infrastructure projects
between 2020 and 2024. Furthermore, the
country’s Java-centric strategy also elicits
some sustainability concerns. As land in
Java becomes more expensive while wages
continue to rise, the competitiveness of the
region will gradually reduce over time. The
extension of industrial development to the
rest of the country is therefore essential to
secure consistent growth in the long term.
INDIA
Outside the ASEAN countries, India is a
prominent contender well-positioned to gain
market share. While it is still working on the
availability of high-quality infrastructure
and improving its ease of doing business,
it also oﬀers maximum potential in the
longer term. India is one of those very few
countries which has a sizable labour pool
comparable to China’s. According to Oxford
Economics, India may overtake China with
the world’s largest workforce by 2027, with a
billion people aged between 15 and 64. This
working population naturally translates
to a thriving consumer base. According
to Boston Consulting Group, India’s total
household spending is expected to increase
by 10% to 11% per annum to INR130-140
trillion by 2031-32, tripling its current size.
Furthermore, the Indian government
continues to incentivise global companies
to set up bases in the country. Apart
from the 100% FDI allowance in contract
manufacturing, there is also ﬁscal
support aimed at signiﬁcantly boosting
manufacturing and allied sectors, such as
the INR1,970 billion Production-Linked
incentive schemes and the INR760 billion
Semicon India Program. Corporate tax rates
for new manufacturing companies have been
cut heavily to 15%, the lowest across Southeast
Asia.
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TABLE 3: Key Submarket Data in 2021

MARKET

Delhi-NCR

Ahmedabad

Mumbai

Pune

Kolkata

Hyderabad

Bengaluru

Chennai

TOTAL STOCK OF
MANUFACTURING/
WAREHOUSE
FACILITIES
(MILLION SQ FT)

61.9

14.2

47.9

30.6

27.8

21.4

35.0

26.9

NEW SUPPLY
(MILLION SQ FT)

11.4

1.1

7.5

4.4

3.4

2.0

3.5

2.7

VACANCY (%)

10.7%

17.9%

12.3%

4.4%

5.3%

9.1%

9.4%

7.2%

GRADE A RENTAL
RANGE (INR PER SQ
FT PER MONTH)

20-35

15-20

20-35

20-35

20-26

18-22

19-25

20-35

Electronics,
machinery
aerospace

Automobile;
electronics
and renewable
energy

KEY
MANUFACTURING
INDUSTRIES

Automobile,
Automobile,
Automobile,
Pharmaceutical;
Electronics,
consumer
pharmaceutical,
chemicals
Pharmaceuticals,
automobile,
pharmaceuticals,
electronics,
chemical
and chemical
machinima,
engineering
food processing,
food processing
and chemical
products,
aerospace
and FMCG
textile
and engineering
products
Pharmaceuticals

Source Savills Research & Consultancy

GRAPH 9: Grade A & B Warehouse Rental Range by Market in India, 2021
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The growth of the manufacturing
sector continues to drive demand for
manufacturing/warehouse space across the
country. The Indian industrial and logistics
sector attracted US$1.5 billion in investment
in 2021, the highest after the oﬃce sector.
We have identiﬁed eight tier-one submarkets
namely, Delhi-NCR, Mumbai, Bengaluru,
Pune, Kolkata, Chennai, Hyderabad, and
Ahmedabad. Looking ahead, we expect to
see increased interest from investors in the
sector in 2022 due to its growth potential
and the stable returns on oﬀer.
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